Mandala Mongolia
Mandala Mongolia offers an exclusive private
experience in the heart of the Mongolian
wilderness.
Let us lift you far from this life, the hustle of the city,
the bustle of our digital age.
Let us carry you to another world… to a land
unchanged over millennia.
Let us take you to the mountains, to the forests and
the rivers, to the desert and the steppe.
Let us show you new horizons.
Let us give you space. And time. And balance.

Mongolia
With its vast unspoilt landscapes and ancient
nomadic culture, Mongolia encourages you to step
back and view life on this planet through fresh eyes.
It invites a change of pace and perspective.
Mongolia gets under your skin and into your soul.

OFFERINGS
Mandala Mongolia offers luxury accommodation in spectacular
locations. So much more than just somewhere to lay your
head.
We offer two different unique experiences:

MANDALA ESCAPE
Immerse yourself in the landscape.

MANDALA NOMADIC
Immerse yourself in the culture.

MANDALA ESCAPE
Turn off, tune out, let your mind settle whilst
being cocooned in comfort in the Mongolian
wilderness… digital detox is only the beginning.
Choose your view – mountain, forest, desert,
steppe - Mandala Escape can be arranged in a
variety of spectacular landscapes.
A romantic refuge for two with 360° views or a
camp for the whole family.

•

Handcrafted and stylish design that reflects the traditions of nomads and the influence of
nature.

•

Your private chef will prepare a carefully selected menu using local, free-range local produce.
Your breakfast may be delivered to you by a nomad on horseback.

•

Discreet staff remain out of sight a short distance away. Yet to hand whenever you need them.

•

Your bedroom ger comes with a luxurious super kingsize mattress.

•

Your ensuite heated bathroom ger features a shower and a discreet bench loo.

•

Your Magic Ger transforms into a living room, a library, dining room, spa space, a yoga studio.

•

Wood-fired stoves and thick felt ger lining ensure a cosy stay even in colder weather.

•

A powerful telescope to enjoy stargazing Mongolia’s endless night skies.

After your stay, your Mandala Escape camp magically disappears, leaving no trace.
As fleeting as a sand mandala…

MANDALA NOMADIC
Live alongside a Mongolian nomadic family and
experience their way of life first-hand. Embrace
their culture and engage with their ancient
traditions. Share meals, help milk the animals,
collect wood for the fire. Try your hand at
fermenting mare’s milk or cooking traditional fare.
Or simply sit back, observe and absorb.

•

A nomadic family are a short walk away and are your hosts and guides to life on the steppe.

•

Your ger is presented in a traditional nomadic style with painted furniture and handmade
textiles.

•

Your bathroom ger with a shower and loo is adjoined.

•

Enjoy a warm and welcoming stay whatever the weather, thanks to the wood-fired stove and
felt-lined ger.

EXPERIENCES
Mandala Mongolia can arrange a variety of additional
optional experiences during your stay.
Mandala Spiritual - a taste of yoga, meditation, and massage.
Mandala Warrior - a taste of traditional Mongolian sports,
archery and wrestling.
Mandala Active - a taste of biking, fishing, paragliding,
trekking, dog sledding.
Mandala Wonders - a taste of stargazing, animal tracking,
eagle hunting.
Mandala Nomadic - a taste of traditional nomadic life.

STORIES
Behind every small detail of the Mandala Mongolia
experience is a bigger story. From the handmade
felt slippers gifted to our guests, to the soft wool
Kazakh rugs that line the ger floors. From the
Mongolian conch that you use to call for service, to
the traditional celebratory meal cooked with hot
stones.
Mandala Mongolia partners with nomadic
communities and people living in the city ger
districts to support local craftsmanship. We aim to
encourage a sense of skill ownership and enterprise,
as well as celebrating Mongolian customs and
culture.

CIRCULAR SPACES
As the circular mandala symbolically represents the
universe, so too does the Mongolian ger. Circular
living spaces are associated with connection,
community, and completeness as well as
movement and time. For thousands of years.
Mongolian nomads have relocated seasonally,
orientating their gers to embrace the sun’s rays and
travelling on to let the land restore.

BALANCE: NOMADS & NATURE
It is all in the balance. For you. For them. For the wider world.
Mandala Mongolia was born from awe and admiration of the natural
balance between nomads and nature.
For millennia, Mongolian nomads have lived on the steppe in harmony
with their surroundings. In recent decades climate and economic changes
have challenged this age-old balance and many have been forced to give
up their traditional way of living and move to the city.
With your visit, we set out to redress this.

FOR YOU:
Your journey offers carefully augmented, non-intrusive insights into the
heritage and lives of nomadic communities. It’s educational, life-affirming,
perspective-changing.
You will have an experience unlike any other. We hope it will be
transformative, long after your gers have been dismantled and moved on
to new pastures.

FOR THEM:
Nomadic communities suffer during the long hard winters, losing livestock
to the freezing temperatures and having no other source of income.
Unable to sustain themselves, some have no option but to move to the
polluted ger districts of Mongolia’s capital, Ulaanbaatar, to find work and
food.
We work with nomadic families who are paid a year round salary to be
caretakers of the Mandala Mongolia gers. The income and training that
these families receive from Mandala Mongolia gives them an extra string
to their bow to assist them when times are hard. It enables them to
continue the cycle of nomadic life, in harmony and balance with nature.

Mandala Mongolia
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